
LIVING ROOM

6174-4 Left Arm Facing (LAF) Sofa and 
6174-8 Right Arm Facing  (RAF) Chaise.

PERFORMANCE LEATHER™

Modern style and comfort. The Medici sectional’s sleek lines, box-tufted details and subtly 
shaped back are designer touches you deserve. Customize with your choice of Performance Leather™, 
pillow fabric and wood leg finish. Performance Leather™ looks and feels like buttery soft high grade 

leather that is easy to live with at a fraction of the price. Medici is true to Broyhill Furniture’s 
commitment to style, sustainable practices and 100 years of quality craftsmanship.

6174 MEDICI SECTIONAL



6174-3 Right Arm Facing (RAF) Sofa
W: 80" D: 40" H: 30"
Seat: W: 72” D: 24” H: 17”, Arm Height: 21-1/2”, Built back
Includes (1) 19” x 19” pillow and (1) 14” x 21” rectangular pillow
Fringe/Braid: N/A; Contrasting Welt: N/A; Bias Welt: N/A
Fabric Compatibility Codes - Body: Performance Leather™;
  Pillows: 1 - 7, 9
Fabrics shown - Body: 3001-90J; Pillows: 8566-99L
Finish shown: Affinity

6174-36174-9

6174-4 Left Arm Facing (LAF) Sofa
W: 80" D: 40" H: 30"
Seat: W: 72” D: 24” H: 17”, Arm Height: 21-1/2”, Built back
Includes (1) 19” x 19” pillow and (1) 14” x 21” rectangular pillow
Fringe/Braid: N/A; Contrasting Welt: N/A; Bias Welt: N/A
Fabric Compatibility Codes - Body: Performance Leather™;
  Pillows: 1 - 7, 9
Fabrics shown - Body: 3001-90J; Pillows: 8566-99L
Finish shown: Affinity

6174-8

6174-8 Right Arm Facing (RAF) Chaise
W: 88" D: 40" H: 30"
Seat: W: 39” D: 24” H: 17”, Arm Height: N/A, Built back
Includes (1) 19” x 19” pillow and (1) 14” x 21” rectangular pillow
Fringe/Braid: N/A; Contrasting Welt: N/A; Bias Welt: N/A
Fabric Compatibility Codes - Body: Performance Leather™;
  Pillows: 1 - 7, 9
Fabrics shown - Body: 3001-90J; Pillows: 8566-99L
Finish shown: Affinity

6174-4

Sturdier FrameSturdier Frame
For maximum strength and lasting durability, Broyhill For maximum strength and lasting durability, Broyhill 
uses interlocking wood frames instead of nailed plywood. uses interlocking wood frames instead of nailed plywood. 
All frames are made from environmentally friendly FSC-All frames are made from environmentally friendly FSC-
certified lumber.*certified lumber.*

Detailed Fit and TailoringDetailed Fit and Tailoring
For clean lines that last, Broyhill hand tailors upholstery to For clean lines that last, Broyhill hand tailors upholstery to 
keep the fabric around cushion corners smooth and the seams keep the fabric around cushion corners smooth and the seams 
straight.straight.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILSCONSTRUCTION DETAILS

FEATURESFEATURES

No-Sag SpringsNo-Sag Springs
Sinuous springs provide even, quiet support for deep seating Sinuous springs provide even, quiet support for deep seating 
comfort. For extra durability, Broyhill uses 8.5 gauge, 60% comfort. For extra durability, Broyhill uses 8.5 gauge, 60% 
recycled steel* connected to solid hardwood rails.recycled steel* connected to solid hardwood rails.

6174 MEDICI SECTIONAL

Performance Leather™Performance Leather™
The look and feel of high-grade, genuine leather that’s The look and feel of high-grade, genuine leather that’s 
easy to live with and afford. No formaldehyde and fewer easy to live with and afford. No formaldehyde and fewer 
chemicals are used than tanned leather.*chemicals are used than tanned leather.*

Custom MadeCustom Made
In three easy steps, choose from a stylish spectrum of options In three easy steps, choose from a stylish spectrum of options 
to create your perfect piece for the same low price.to create your perfect piece for the same low price.

We understand that you want to feel confident in your We understand that you want to feel confident in your 
decision to purchase stylish, long lasting furniture. Use these decision to purchase stylish, long lasting furniture. Use these 

Construction Details and Features icons, along with the Shopper’s Construction Details and Features icons, along with the Shopper’s 
Guide on the back, to explore how our furniture is made, why it’s Guide on the back, to explore how our furniture is made, why it’s 
different, and why it’s worth it. You’ll soon find that it’s not just different, and why it’s worth it. You’ll soon find that it’s not just 

what’s on the outside that makes our furniture exceptional.what’s on the outside that makes our furniture exceptional.

Comfortable Back CushionsComfortable Back Cushions
For long lasting comfort and shape retention, Broyhill’s For long lasting comfort and shape retention, Broyhill’s 
tight tailored backs have a solid layer of soy-based foam tight tailored backs have a solid layer of soy-based foam 
topped with fiber.*topped with fiber.*

MADE IN THE USA OF IMPORTED MATERIALS

*Broyhill’s demonstrated commitment to sustainability.*Broyhill’s demonstrated commitment to sustainability.

6174-9 Left Arm Facing (LAF) Chaise
W: 88" D: 40" H: 30"
Seat: W: 39” D: 24” H: 17”, Arm Height: N/A, Built back
Includes (1) 19” x 19” pillow and (1) 14” x 21” rectangular pillow
Fringe/Braid: N/A; Contrasting Welt: N/A; Bias Welt: N/A 
Fabric Compatibility Codes - Body: Performance Leather™;
  Pillows: 1 - 7, 9
Fabrics shown - Body: 3001-90J; Pillows: 8566-99L
Finish shown: AffinityLong Lasting Seat CushionsLong Lasting Seat Cushions

For comfort and support, Broyhill’s tight tailored seats use For comfort and support, Broyhill’s tight tailored seats use 
soy-based foam which takes less petroleum — a positive step for soy-based foam which takes less petroleum — a positive step for 
sustainability without sacrificing comfort and durability.*sustainability without sacrificing comfort and durability.*
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Addison Ebony Affinity Attic Heirlooms®

Walnut StainCherry Stain Pearl

Choose right or left 
configuration to fit 
your room layout.

80” 40”

CUSTOM MADE IN 3 EASY STEPS

Choose from the best selection of options to
create your perfect piece for the same low price.

  STEP 1    BODY COVER

 STEP 2   PILLOW FABRIC

  STEP 3            FINISH

Choose from our selection 
of Performance Leather™ 
colors and textures.

Choose from over 500 fabrics. 

Choose from the six finishes below for 
legs and feet.

BODY COVER

To see all Performance Leather™ 
options and styles, scan this 

QR code with your smartphone, visit 
broyhillfurniture.com/performanceleather 

or ask your retail sales associate.

PERFORMANCE LEATHERPERFORMANCE LEATHER™™ FACTS FACTS

DURABLEDURABLE
Resists cracks, tears and scratches over time.Resists cracks, tears and scratches over time.

EASY TO CARE FOREASY TO CARE FOR
Clean stains, such as pen marks, Clean stains, such as pen marks, 

with mild soap and water.with mild soap and water.

ECOECO--FRIENDLYFRIENDLY
No formaldehyde and fewer chemicalsNo formaldehyde and fewer chemicals

are used than tanned leather.are used than tanned leather.

LESS EXPENSIVELESS EXPENSIVE
The look and feel of genuine leather for The look and feel of genuine leather for 
about 20% less, customization included.about 20% less, customization included.

Bring home the look and buttery soft feel 
of premium leather at a fraction of the price.

Pillows included in all multiple seat pieces.



Product availability and specifications are 
subject to change without notice. At best, finish 
photography is a representation of the actual 
finish and cannot reproduce the depth, clarity 
and beauty of the actual furniture. ©2011. All 
rights reserved. Broyhill, Performance Leather 
and DuraCoil are trademarks of Broyhill 
Furniture Industries, Inc.

NOTES

RETAILER INFO

Furniture is no small investment. To help you evaluate the many choices 
before you, here are some details to look for to separate the "clunkers" from 
the “keepers.” You will be happy to learn Broyhill® delivers on every detail.

SHOPPER’S GUIDE

STURDIER FRAME

DURABLE FABRIC

COMFORTABLE 
BACK CUSHIONS

DETAILED FIT 
AND TAILORING

LONG LASTING
SEAT CUSHIONS

For maximum strength 
and durability, insist on an 

interlocking wood frame 
instead of nailed plywood.

Check to see if the fabric 
meets or exceeds furniture 
industry standards.

For long lasting comfort, make sure cushions 
have multiple compartments to keep the 
fiber evenly distributed and securely in place. 
Make sure tight tailored backs have a solid 
layer of foam topped with fiber.

Make sure the fabric 
around the corners of the 
cushions are smooth and 
the seams are straight.

Make sure cushions and tight tailored 
seats are comfortable, supportive and 
made of a material like soy-based 
foam. Cushions that incorporate coil 
technology, like Broyhill’s DuraCoil™ 
shown above, are even longer lasting.*

NO-SAG 
SPRINGS

Ask if the springs are at least 
8.5 gauge steel and if they are 

connected to solid hardwood rails. 
If they’re attached to plywood, 
they might sag, warp or twist.
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6174 MEDICI SECTIONAL

SUSTAINABILITY PRACTICES

Choose furniture that uses environmentally-
friendly products like FSC-certified lumber, 
soy-based foam and recycled steel.

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE:

Scan this QR code with your smartphone to view all of our furniture 
or visit broyhillfurniture.com for more information.

*Broyhill’s DuraCoil™ technology can only be 
used in products with loose seat cushions.




